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Summer Newsletter
Message from the Chair
I was putting together a monthly meeting agenda this summer and copied in
the GWS mailing list, as I always do. I sat and stared as I looked at the
number of contacts we have added to our mailing list, over 100 different
contacts. The mailing list has grown since I have taken the position as Chair.
People have reached out to myself and other members about their interest
and support and have been added to our mailing list. We started out with a
handful of colleagues that got together to dream once a month. We are now
reaching out to over 100 people to keep them informed of our efforts, and
each month over 100 people are reminded of our mission, our goals, and what they can do to
help. While we still have a long way to go, we are
continuing to grow and spread our mission. Thank
you to everyone who has helped spread our word and
helped build our contact list.
This year, we also tried something new on our August
Trip. Our member Micah Pitner worked with
ASCEPECA in Costa Rica to obtain plans and a project
site to construct GWS’s first bio-garden (right). Mike
Holland traveled to Costa Rica to lead the construction
of the bio-garden which was installed at Escuela
Verde. The team that traveled to Costa Rica this
August worked to build the bio-garden, and the
garden was complete with piping and a drainage field
ready for planting. This is a great success for GWS and
we look forward to working with other schools,
businesses, and public entities in the future to
implement more bio-gardens.
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Treasurer Report
The Treasurer has been busy keeping GWS’ books balanced and providing all the proper
documentation for the costs associated with the August trip to Costa Rica. GWS has also been
formally registered with Guidestar, an organization that helps guide donors to legitimate
charitable organizations, such as GWS. Currently GWS is registered at a “silver” level, which
certifies us as a good charitable organization – however the Treasurer is working on providing
financial and other data to Guidestar to
help us become the highest level;
platinum! Part of the certification with
Guidestar also allowed us to become a
registered organization on Amazon Smile.
In the upcoming months, the Treasurer is meeting with a local accountant that works with nonprofit organizations, and will begin working with Quickbooks (an accounting computer
program)…finally! Quickbooks should help
generate useful reports about GWS’ financial
status, as well as provide a platform to use for
budgeting and account tracking.
If you are interested in assisting with related tasks, please contact the Treasurer, Matt Streicher
at mstreicher@gbww.org . Help is always welcomed! (It may not be the sexiest work, but it is
certainly vital to the organization!)

Fundraising
With GWS attaining 501c(3) status, we are looking forward to new opportunities to petition
larger donations and charitable programs to help fund GWS.
We need assistance or volunteers to help as a follow-up to the GWS
Meeting at CSWEA. GWS is developing a business plan that outlines
where GWS will be in 3, 5, and 10 years. Also, the organization is
starting to develop tangible information on the projects that indicate
how each design will impact both the environment as well as
anticipated social and health benefits.
The committee has been looking into hosting a fundraising event through Top Golf, K1Go-Karts,
and a conceptual golf outing. Unfortunately, we believed these events were too expensive at this
time with the anticipated attendance.
GWS will continue its relationship with WEF and other WEF chapters, so that the group can gain
more attention and possible partnerships to expand GWS and its funding capabilities.
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Fundraising is a key component of ensuring our proposed solutions can become a reality for
communities in need. Please contact Rich Hussey at RHussey@lai-ltd.com if you are interested
in joining our efforts!

Marketing & Social Media
We are still working to grow
our network and gain
recognition throughout not
only the water and wastewater
community, but the general
public. In Costa Rica, we have
done this through public
presentations to community
members and educational talks
and activities with the school
children. We have gained
recognition in the communities
we are working in, and they are
trusting us to follow through
with our mission to improve
their community wastewater
infrastructure.
We are also working on developing our network back in the US. One of our main goals of using
social media is to increase the public’s understanding of common wastewater collection issues
and the importance of wastewater treatment. Public education is important! Therefore, please
use social media as an easy way to engage with us. Seek us out on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram,
and LinkedIn. You can even like our posts, add comments, and re-share the content with your
friends! Engaging with us on all platforms will help spread the word of #sanitationforall and
emphasize the importance of our cause!

Student Design
We are off to a great start in our newest Student Design project! Over the summer, the Student
Design Committee worked to gather information on the next project site in Costa Rica, which will
be Palmar Sur (image below). Like other Costa Rican projects GWS has engaged in, Palmar Sur
needs some form of centralized treatment and collection. However, there are some differences.
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Palmar Sur has more framework in place than typical Costa Rican Projects. Most Costa Rican
communities have several tracts of land that are available, but typically are too expensive, too
high in elevation, too far away from the population, or too small. Many of these communities
simply have not planned or thought about how to treat and dispose of reuse water. Palmar Sur's
situation stands in stark contrast to most other communities. The ASADA (public works) has
been looking into centralized wastewater treatment for over a decade. They have an idea of
what they want for a treatment and collection system, they have land available and specifically
set aside for centralized treatment. There is additional information in the form of a Spanish
doctorate student's dissertation, which we are currently disseminating to augment what we
already have from Palmar Sur. We hope to get the official problem statement finalized in the
next few weeks.

As far as last year's student project goes (Dominical), we have been working with a forward
minded developer to build upon and improve the winning student design. Our goal is to design a
natural looking treatment system that is easy to operate for the new development as well as the
existing community. There is fairly limited flat land available, but this summer we have put
together a few design alternatives to meet requirements.
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International Programs
The IP team has continued work on the
GWS’ yearly projects and has been
keeping communications running with
various local entities. As we know, the
yearly projects are long term due to the
magnitude of work. This year’s project
is Palmar Sur, one of our largest
projects to date. The town has a
population of approximately 2,000. We
had a meeting with the local water
authority during the August trip. During
the meeting, we learned about the
existing sewer system from the 1950s
and even visited the three different
points of outfall of raw sewage. The design of the treatment plant will be an exciting project for
the student competition.
In addition to the long term projects, as mentioned in the Message from the Chairs section of the
Newsletter, the Biogarden was a way to make a difference right away. IP helped communicate
with some of the locals that helped on the construction, and also communicated with all the
vendors in order to get the equipment on site. This was a big win for the GWS team.
During the August trip, we even got to
visit the wastewater treatment plant for
San Jose. It is the largest plant in the
country, designed for approximately 60
MGD. While the plant is only primary
treatment, it is very advanced, including
a full odor control system and
cogeneration with the gas produced
from the anaerobic digesters. We feel
very fortunate that we got to see this
plant.
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QA/QC
The QA/QC Committee recently completed a
conceptual design and cost estimate for two
additional alternatives for centralized
wastewater treatment in Dominical. The
local developer who will be paying for a
portion of the treatment system wanted
additional alternatives to the student design
presented earlier this year. The additional
alternatives were; (1) primary
sedimentation with a trickling filter; and (2)
primary sedimentation with a rotating
biological contactor/filter assembly. Both
alternatives provide the right degree of
treatment for the community. In addition,
they have minimal mechanical equipment
and have straight forward operation. The
information was shared with local officials
on the recent GWS trip to Costa Rica in
August. Further coordination for these
designs will take place later this year.

Research & Development
The R&D committee is always looking for more initiatives and more volunteers! Our list of ideas
to support the ongoing projects in Costa Rica and explore new and improved appropriate
technologies for implementation is growing. We had the pleasure of working with the CSWEA
summer intern to continue wastewater technology research, and are building our
subcommittees to roll out some exciting new initiatives in the coming months.
If you are interested in volunteering, reach out to the R&D Chair Paige Peters at
paige.peters2@gmail.com.

Closing Remarks
Summer is full of vacations and time spent enjoying the outdoors. Our group has spent their
summer working to refine designs for our existing projects, searching for new funding sources,
and traveling to our project sites. As each season passes, we are getting closer to providing
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solutions to these communities. The support of our volunteers and donors allows GWS to
continue its growth. Thank you!
Stay tuned through our social media pages (@H2OStewards) and
don’t miss our monthly conference calls, scheduled for the first
Friday of every month at 12 pm! Call in to 224-501-3318, access
133-059-333.
Our team is so thankful for the continuous support of our donors and
volunteers. Check out our next newsletter for updates!

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Monthly call, open to all: first Friday each month, 12 pm, 224-501-3318, access 133-059-333
Make a donation at www.globalwaterstewardship.org
Primary contact: Chair@globalwaterstewardship.org
Follow us! @H2OStewards, Global Water Stewardship
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